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The IM Group utilizes a process of continuous product improvement for all of our 
products. While the IM Group strictly adhere to our products specifications, we 
routinely implement product improvements. Therefore, please contact us for our most 
current product specifications.  The IM Group warrants the quality of this product when 
used according to directions. Apply protective coatings per Company Standards. User 
shall determine suitability of product for use and assumes all risk. The seller will not 
accept liability for more than product replacement.

For use in drains, traps and waste lines

Zonk is recommended for use with:
Powerfoam: An environmentally friendly sanitary detergent 
that removes dirt, mineral deposits, uric acid, soap and
scum.

Triple blue: Is a deep blue coloured viscous liquid for 
cleaning and descaling sanitary ware that also incorporates 
a powerful re-odouriser.

ReOdouriser: A powerful reodouriser in a range of different 
scents that uses modern day technology to get rid of smells 
quickly.

Key Features and Benefits of Zonk
 Use Zonk as a rapid de-scaler for;   
  drains
   traps
 Removes uric crystals.
 Highly concentrated and can be diluted with  
 water up to 10 parts.
 Use regularly to maintain scale free drainage  
 systems and traps.
 Pleasant Apple scent.

What is Zonk?
Zonk is a fast acting solution which removes heavy duty 
scaling and uric crystals. Zonk has a fresh apple scent to
overcome problems with odour.

How does Zonk work?
Zonk’s strong acidic base quickly breaks down limescale 
deposits and uric crystals anywhere to ensure drain runs
are kept clean.

How do you use Zonk?
For heavy duty descaling, apply the neat liquid to the 
affected areas. Immediately clean the liquid off delicate 
surfaces, rinse with warm water.

For uric crystals and drain maintenance: apply Zonk into the 
drain run on a weekly basis for best results. Always read 
instructions carefully before use.
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